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While getting a home constructed, people go on and play around with interiors in different ways.
Different people have different choices when it comes to choosing the interiors of the home. But for
a few things utility and quality come before style. Flooring is one such thing which needs special
care where the material matters. With the various options available in the market, it can become a
little confusing to make the right choice. Concrete flooring is an idea which is practically viable,
economical and you can make it as stylish as you want.

The flooring process usually takes 4-5 steps. First the existing concrete surface is cleaned and
power washed. Then the cracks or holes that might be showing are filled. The cracks are usually
filled with a weather resistant product. Then the entire surface is grinded to give it a smooth finish.
After this the surface is cleaned by removing any remaining dust, dirt, debris. This was the
preparation process. After this the overlay process is started. This consists of mixing concrete
overlay texture blend with super concentrated polymer. Then when the mix is complete, special
concrete texture blend is applied to your existing concrete slab.

While the concrete texture blend dries, it gives time to hand trowel the Authentic Stone Floor Finish.
Once dry, the process is done a second time. Then a water based colored stain of your choice is
applied to the floors, whether you are looking for an elegant Marbleized Stain with a modern feel or
a Rustic Southwest look.

The next steps ensure the durability and longevity of the newly apply concrete overlay. There can
be application of two coats of an acrylic based sealer and one coat of either a high gloss, low gloss
polish finish to give the flooring a longer life. This is the process that is usually followed for concrete
flooring. This not only lasts much longer, but also costs a lot less than the traditional methods.

www.custombackyardcreations.net is a great option when it comes to concrete floor stains, concrete
stamp and concrete driveway. They offer the best Concrete resurfacing costs along with impeccable
services. With them you can get a fancy and cost-effective driveway that has a long life. Custom
Backyard Creations offer you excellent services in indoor concrete, outdoor concrete, BBQ and
outdoor fire pit and much more. With Custom Backyard Creations, concrete is colorful and
interesting.
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Custom Backyard Creations are experts in giving excellent services in a Concrete Floor Stains,  a
Concrete Stamp, Concrete Driveway and much more with an infallible 3 year warranty!
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